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Chi昀昀on OakLins攀攀d OakCover: 

Easy maintenance

PUR+MATT

SURFACE 

TREATMENT 

DESIGN

Natural look

MATT SURFACE

High definition 
design & color

CRISTAL WEAR LAYER

STRUCTURED
EMBOSS & BEVEL

Ultra realistic 
surface

Stronger adhesion 
properties

Better acoustic

Moisture 
resistance

GRIP-WAVE

BACKLAYER

ANTI-SKID BACKING

EMBOSS & BEVEL

Noise absorption

Soft underfoot

The best stability 
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Trend

Trend
Transform your home with affordability, style and quality in mind. Add warmth 
and sophistication with the look and feel of natural timber at a fraction of the 
cost. Modular Living Trend is made for your home!

This collection features a heavy-duty wear layer with PUR surface protection, 
ensuring peace of mind that your floor will look new for longer. This surface 
treatment provides easy maintenance, giving you more time for the things you 
enjoy most. 

Our duo core technology grants superior noise absorption, minimising the 
background noise of busy households.  Exceptional underfoot comfort creates a 
luxurious feeling at the tip of your toes.



Rose Gum

Rose Gum creates the perfect balance between 
traditional gum with rich honey tones and modern 

styling. We combined this Australian classic with the 
perfect bedroom colour palette for young minds. 

Mustard or rich yellow symbolising hope and happiness, 
and navy representing tradition and grounding.



Chi Oak

The fresh grey tones of Chi Oak feature a 
sophisticated grain complimented by classical 

cabinet lines in a fresh white colour palette. A splash 
of navy blue adds a serene and tranquil atmosphere, 
whilst brass trimmings and marble surfaces produce 

modern luxury vibes with a hint of vintage.



Hazelw漀漀d

Dark rustic Hazelwood Oak with coffee hues and 
distinctive knots, builds the base of this industrial 

minimalist interior. This hybrid decoration 
style combines the light, neutral colours of the 

minimalist theme with the dark charismatic hues 
of the industrial concept.



Vanilla Oak

Soft natural tones of Vanilla Oak with subtle grain 
patterns, build the perfect neutral backdrop for 

your individual style choice. Dark grey and graphite 
tones accentuate the vibrant shades of deep 

turquoise and glamourous gold, complimented by 
the subtle touch of velvet texture.



Darling Spo琀琀ed Gum

Warm rich hues of authentic Darling 
Spotted Gum timber, compliment simple, 
clean lines and a neutral colour palette. 

Combined with calming texture play, this 
timber exudes pure, timeless elegance. 



Nude Oak

Nude Oak features stunning natural 
tones and an understated grain flow. 
The monochromatic colour scheme 

of white cabinets, marble bench tops 
and dark furnishings provide dramatic 
contrasts grounded by the radiating 

warmth of the Oak planks. 



Technical Speci昀椀cations
Usage:  Heavy Domestic/Commercial

Plank size:  228.6mm x 1219.2mm

Total thickness:  4.5mm

Wear layer:  0.55mm

Planks per carton:  6 planks

M2 per carton:  1.67m2

Warranty:  Lifetime Residential

                   15 Year Commercial


